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DELUXE EDITION BONUS: Deluxe format of 11 Ã¢â‚¬Â• x 15Ã¢â‚¬Â•, premium vintage

hardcover, exclusive dedicated 16-page retrospective celebrating thirty years of Zelda games, a

16-page dedicated art section, and two ribbon bookmarks.  AT-A-GLANCE WALKTHROUGHS:

Annotated maps and screenshots show you the way through every quest and dungeon.  TOTALLY

COMPREHENSIVE: All side quests, all Shrines of Trials and all information about collectable items

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ each mapped out and ready for you to discover and complete! Also includes optional

challenges, mini-games, unlockables, Easter eggs, and more.  PUZZLE MASTER: Every single

puzzle and riddle unraveled with clear, visual solutions.  EXPERT COMBAT STRATEGY: Practical,

reproducible tactics to crush your enemies, even the toughest bosses  COMPREHENSIVE

REFERENCE: Exhaustive appraisals of all items and monsters Ã¢â‚¬â€œ including key parameters

that are hidden in the game.  EXTRA LARGE MAP POSTER: Covering the entire game world. 

QUALITY CONTROL: Carefully designed to avoid unnecessary story spoilers.
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OH.MY.GOSH!First off, it's HUGE. And it's heavy!! I love collecting unique books with lots of great

artwork and this one absolutely does not disappoint. I was a kid when I played the first Legend of

Zelda in 1986, so when I got Breath of the Wild, this was a natural pick. It's excellently crafted as

well. There's a short section at the end that discusses the mainstays in the franchise and how they

changed gaming forever. A great read. Also, there's an index with every item/ location in the game,

but they color the text of the page numbers in RED to warn you of potential spoilers.I'm in love with



the game, so the effort they put in to not spoiling anything while still providing the help you need is

amazing. I'll absolutely be looking for Piggyback guides for my future games. I'm enthralled with this

one.I've heard people say they wish they could give a product six stars... that's somewhat cliche, I

get it. But I genuinely wish I could give this product more stars. It's absolutely worth it and you can

tell that the crew put this guide together lovingly.

Content of the guide is very good, I'd rate it 4/5 stars for that aspect. However, see below for 

shipping problems.Pros:- I really like the binding that is designed to allow the book to lay flat on any

page without creasing the spine.- Bestiary section is quite nice.- Maps are generally organized well,

and inserted in logical places to easily see which shrines/sidequests are in the particular tower

region in the game.- It's cool looking, this huge tome really feels special thanks to the ridiculously

oversized format. Nice collector's item.Cons:- Shrine walkthroughs are a little simplistic, and I don't

really love the organization tossing several on a page with a page layout that doesn't really make

each individual shrine "pop" enough. Ideally I guess I'd like each shrine to start on a new page, with

a clear header showing name and maybe a region mini-map (though, the way the guide does at

least show region maps for each group of shrines is pretty useful). Not BAD, but probably could be a

little better, and as the shrine content is really the most important part of the guide for me I think the

flaws are enough to reduce a star from my overall rating.BIG ISSUE: Nothing at all that is the fault of

the guide, but  gets 1/5 stars for the extremely shoddy packaging job. I can't let that slide and not

reflect it somehow, so I'm docking the review a star solely due to . This large hardcover collector's

edition book was just tossed into a large cardboard box with absolutely no protection. No air pockets

or bubble wrap, no cardboard protectors, not shrink-wrapped to a piece of cardboard - nothing. Just

the shrink wrapped book getting jostled around in the box. I have a damaged front right corner on

my book due to the shipping abuse. It's not awful damage, but it's very frustrating paying a premium

price for a truly limited edition item and seeing that  has ZERO concern about whether the thing gets

damaged. If I ever buy a similar item in the future,  will be my last option - I'd rather pay a little more

from a seller that cares about getting me the item in new and undamaged condition.

Great guide for someone new to the series like myself. LoZ: BotW is described as not easy, and as

hard by today's gaming standards. So I need all the help I can get for this great new adventure of a

lifetime! I usually get guides to help me with trophies and achievements. This time it is for pure fun

and learning pleasure! I actually paid more for this guide than the for the game itself, but I think it

was worth it for a game of this magnitude. Plus I heard that the writing in the regular guide is very



tiny. The size of this one makes it easier on the eyes.

This guide is very useful. Awesome design, and very detailed. It is a huge guide, but easy enough

to read.

A MUST FOR COLLECTORS! BOTW is the best zelda game to date!

HUGE. Its so much bigger than I was expecting. Its an absolutely beautiful book. Honestly I cant say

much about the content of the actual GUIDE since I beat the game awhile back (and I got it mostly

as a collectors item and display piece), but from what Ive looked through it seems very

comprehensive and easy enough to use. When I do decide to replay or finish off those shrines Im

missing Im sure that it will be a great help.

im very happy with this new iteration of the collectors guide. that last one was upsetting. although im

not sure where in the world im going to put this huge book... i dont have a bookshelf big enough...

This is the biggest strategy guide I have ever seen, and it is a great addition to my Zelda collection.

If you have this item I suggest keeping it in absolute perfect condition.
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